2019 AT&T Summer Legal Internship

The AT&T Legal Department is seeking a total of nine (9) first-year law students to work as summer interns in the AT&T Summer Legal Internship Program (“Program”) in five (5) cities across the United States.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW
The Program began over ten years ago as part of the Company’s effort to promote diversity and inclusion within the legal profession. The Program is designed to provide participants with an opportunity to develop both personally and professionally, as well as to gain experience by working alongside in-house counsel in a Fortune 10 corporation. Notable benefits of the Program include:

- Participants will have a unique opportunity to see what life is like as an in-house attorney in one of the country’s largest corporations;
- Participants will have opportunities to attend depositions and hearings, conduct research, draft memoranda ranging from a wide array of practice areas within the department, which may include Intellectual Property, Litigation, Regulatory, Interconnection Services, and Labor and Employment, among others; and
- Participants will also attend an assortment of outings and social functions with AT&T attorneys.

Participants are paid a competitive salary and will work May 20-July 26, 2019. Housing is not provided and travel costs are the responsibility of the candidate. Internship opportunities are available in (1) Atlanta, Georgia, (2) Chicago, Illinois, (3) Dallas, Texas, (4) El Segundo, California, and (5) Washington, D.C.

QUALIFICATIONS
We are particularly seeking candidates with stellar academic credentials (top 30%) that have demonstrated an active commitment to the furtherance of diversity in the legal profession. Students interested in applying for this internship should submit:

- A cover letter indicating why the student is an excellent candidate for the program, and specifically how the student would contribute to the program;
- A written statement describing the candidate’s commitment to diversity and inclusion in the legal profession (no more than 3 pages);
- A current resume; and
- An official transcript and class rank (if available).
Please submit the above documentations by **January 11, 2019** to the appropriate contact based on your city of interest:

- **Atlanta** (Zahira Díaz-Vázquez: ATTAtlantaLegalIntern@att.com)
- **Chicago** (Nicole Byrd: ATTChicagoLegalIntern@att.com)
- **Dallas** (Kate Luthy: ATTDallasLegalIntern@att.com)
- **El Segundo** (Lynette Jones: ATTElSegundoLegalIntern@att.com)
- **Washington** (Amanda Potter: ATTWashingtonDCLegalIntern@att.com)